Neural correlates of the results-of-action acceptor in a functional biotechnical complex.
This report presents data illustrating the neurophysiological features of efferent-afferent convergence on cortical neurons. During combination of stimulus of pyramidal tract axons with electrocutaneous reinforcement, some of the study neurons were found to change the parameters of their activity evoked by stimulation of this tract: evoked responses started to reproduce the structure of responses to the reinforcement. The most dynamic rearrangements of pyramidal tract responses were obtained in experiments in which the study neurons were included in a biotechnical complex with feedback, the complex consisting of "neuron-computer-stimulator-animal" and actually being an analog of a natural functional system. The role of efferent-afferent convergence on CNS neurons in the development of the results-of-action acceptor of a functional system for a voluntary behavioral act is discussed.